**JAMB**

Detail CAV.WIN.A.1.J

- Selected Timber Reveals and Architraves by Builder
- PRYDA 25 x 1 Strap Bracing at 600mm centres
- 3mm bead of Neutral Cure Silicone
- Continuous bead of expanding foam adhesive (Hilti™ or Similar)

**SILL**

Detail CAV.WIN.A.1.S

- Selected Timber Reveals and Architraves by Builder
- PRYDA 25 x 1 Strap Bracing at 600mm centres
- 3mm bead of Neutral Cure Silicone
- Continuous bead of expanding foam adhesive (Hilti™ or Similar)

**WINDOWS**

Rusticated weatherboard on cavity
BUILDING WRAP
CAVITY BATTEN
FLASHING
SEALING
TAPE OVER TOP END OF FLASHING
CAVITY SYSTEM BASE CLOSER
PRYDA 25 x 1 Strap Bracing at 600mm centres
continuous bead of expanding foam adhesive (Hilti™ or Similar)
3mm bead of Neutral Cure Silicone

SOFFIT LINING HEAD
Detail CAV.WIN.A.4a.H2

BUILDING WRAP
CAVITY BATTEN
FLASHING SEALING TAPE OVER TOP END OF FLASHING
CAVITY SYSTEM BASE CLOSER
5mm min gap
ColourSteel Head Flashing As Shown with additional 200mm strip of suitable Building wrap Lapped over
H3.2 40x40 Packer to Window Head to for support
Deceuninck® ZENDOW DELUXE® series uPVC window joinery
PRYDA 25 x 1 Strap Bracing at 600mm centres
continuous bead of expanding foam adhesive (Hilti™ or Similar)
3mm bead of Neutral Cure Silicone

HEAD
Detail CAV.WIN.A.1.H

WINDOWS
RUSTICATED WEATHERBOARD ON CAVITY